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19 June 2011 
 
 

Mr Anthony Albanese 
Leader of the House: Minister for Infrastructure and Transport 
PO Box 6022 
House of Representatives 
Parliament House  
CANBERRA ACT 2600 
 

 
Dear Minister, 

 
RE:  ARCHERFIELD AIRPORT 2011-2031 PRELIMINARY DRAFT MASTER PLAN 
 

Our Aerodrome Standards sub-committee has reviewed the 2011-2031 Preliminary Draft Master Plan 
(“pDMP”) for Archerfield Airport document and any accompanying documents, made available to the public 
on the Website of Archerfield Airport Corporation Pty Ltd (“AAC”). As a consequence of that review we are 
writing to you as Minister to express our concerns with several of the key proposals of the pDMP.  

In general our Chamber does not support the pDMP because it fails to: 

1. address breaches of the Airports Act 1996, (Protection of Airspace) Regulations 1998, Civil Aviation 
Safety Regulations 1998, Air Services Act 1995, Air Services Regulations particularly related to safety 
issues.  

2.  provide any benefit from proposes changes to the secondary runway alignment. 

3. provide adequate details of the future development of the airport as an aviation facility 

It is more focused on providing additional land for non-aviation activities at the expense of current aviation 
needs, aviation businesses and aviation infrastructure. 

Despite your directive as Minister  that effective consultation committees should be set up to act as an interface 
between users, the community,  other agencies and leaseholders this has not occurred at Archerfield.  
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There is no impartial and independent process as Archerfield Airport Corporation chairs the meeting, entirely 
controls the meeting and also what is recorded.  

Before moving to amplify our major points of concern, we draw your attention in the introductory section of the 
pDMP section 1.4.1 about the legislative frame work.  

In relation to the Airports Act 1996 the statement is made “During the sale process, it was projected that a light 
handed regulatory regime with the framework would apply to lesser economic entities like Tennant Creek, 
Archerfield, Alice Springs and Parafield. However, increasing expectation of compliance uniformity has 
distorted the original intention of those who framed the Airports Act. Today, Archerfield is subject to increasing 
levels of regulatory complexity.”  

This indicates that AAC’s intention and expectation is that it could breach provisions of the Airports Act 1996 et 
al.  Setting aside the ludicrous equivalence of Archerfield, being one of the major secondary airports of the 
Commonwealth with Tennant Creek, it is incorrect to claim that the original intention of those who framed the 
Airports Act 1996 is now being distorted. The will of the Parliament is clearly and unambiguously stated in the 
provisions of that act.  

The pDMP is of low quality as it does not meet established best practice for design of airport plans in both 
subject matter and content. For example upgrades of visual and navigation aids for the airport including 
provisioning areas for ILS’s and category I lighting are omitted. There is no Control Tower study showing 
analysis of CASA’s rules in relation to sitting. There is no analysis of the influence of State Planning Policy 
1/02 on the airport. 
 
SAFETY 
 
Downgrading 

Reason 
On 28th April 2006, AAC caused the airport to become a “registered” aerodrome instead of a “certified” 
aerodrome and therefore downgraded the airport. This then removed the requirement for the Civil Aviation 
Safety Authority to conduct aerodrome inspections of the airport and necessary regulatory oversight ceased. 
 
Breach of Commonwealth Lease  
 
In the Chamber’s view, AAC is in breach of the Commonwealth Lease, by the airport being degraded. Up until 
the handing over of the airport from the Federal Airport Corporation to AAC in June 1998 Archerfield Airport 
enjoyed classification as a code 3C aerodrome (not a Code 3A as reported by AAC) and has departed from the 
requirement to maintain the airport to at least its pre-existing status pursuant to the Commonwealth Lease. 
 
Clause 9.2 of the Commonwealth Lease states: “The lessee must maintain the runways, taxiways, pavements 
and all parts of the airport essential to safe access by air transport to a standard no less than the standard at 
the commencement of the Lease.”  
 
No Certified Airport 
This has led to the situation where Brisbane is now the only capital city in Australia not to have a certified 
secondary aerodrome. It should be mandatory for a secondary airport to be “Certified” with full CASA 
oversight. Even remote airports in central Queensland are “certified”.  e.g. Winton  
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Consequence  
The former requirement pre-privatisation for a safety management system has therefore also been removed 
including that there are no safety exercises conducted on the airport with emergency services. 
 
AAC has permitted structures to be erected on the airport that are in breach of regulation 9 of the Airports 
(Protection of Airspace) Regulations 1996, section 99 of the Airports Act 1996, the Civil Aviation Safety 
Regulations 1998 (Manual Of Operating Standards Part 139) requirements for the airport for the published data. 
 
Western End 28R/ 28L RESA 

A deep open road cutting has been built across the runway end safety area of the main runway 28R/10L. This 
road cutting serves no-aviation purpose and is purely to open up general industry land development to the south 
of the airport. A runway end safety area is an area intended to reduce the risk of damage to an aeroplane if it 
touched down before the threshold, or overran the end of the runway during a landing or rejected take-off. 
Prior to 2nd May 2003 Australia did not comply with ICAO Runway End Safety Area (“RESA”) runway 
standards. Post 2nd May 2003 Australia adopted the ICAO “RESA” standards in Civil Aviation Safety 
Regulations Part 139. Even the Minimum RESA as recommended by ICAO (Annex14) 3.4.2 and applied to the 
Archerfield main runway extends through and well beyond the road culvert. 
 
The interim rule being section 6.2.25.2 of the Part 139 of the Manual of Standards-Aerodromes (“MOS”) can 
no longer be applied if the runway is lengthened as AAC proposes in the pDMP.  
 
The pDMP therefore cannot be approved without a strict requirement that aviation works must include the 
building of a bridge over the culvert as a prioritised safety item. 
 
Prior to the road cutting being excavated at least three aircraft overrun accidents have occurred with aircraft 
running through the area where the road is currently and even through the western fence of the airport into 
Brisbane City Council land. 
 
Post the road cutting there have been two aircraft accidents. On 7th March 2003 an early touch down occurred. 
Aircraft VH-MZB (ATSB accident reference no 20030112) having suffered engine control issues touched down 
before the threshold, impacted the fence to negotiate the road crossing and come to rest on the runway side of 
the road culvert. On the 28R runway, with the YAK 52 aircraft barely managing to land on the opposite side of 
the culvert to the runway after a propeller strike on the runway (ATSB Report No 200607067 VH-YKO)  

 
AAC stated publicly in the Southern News of 11th August 2005 that “they will enclose the road either by a 
concrete pipe and close over the top” however this was never included in the 2005 draft master plan nor is such 
needed and now legally required rectification in this pDMP. 
    
The eventual crash of an aircraft into the 28R/10L culvert is a reasonably foreseeable event that an average man 
in the street (“a reasonable man”) would know to be unsafe. This situation continues to be a great liability risk 
to the Commonwealth as landlord.   
  

Pickles Auctions – Development within the Public Safe Area 

AAAC has leased a portion of aerodrome land on the extended main runway alignment and on the Eastern side 
of Beatty Road to Pickles Auctions for use as a Plant and Equipment Storage Area. There is no public evidence 
of statutory approval of these works having been given by the Department of Infrastructure and Transport 
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Building Control Officer as is required by law. This is within the Public Safe Area and an area previously kept 
clear of obstacles by all previous operators of the airport being an unrecorded extended clearway.  Reasons for 
establishing Public Safety Areas (PSAs) are: 
  

(1) To provide a clear area for Aircraft landing short on Approach or  
(2) Over-running the Runway End on Take-Off or Landing and  
(3) To control the amount of obstacles and the number of people on the ground adjacent to Runway End who may be 

at risk of death or injury in the event of an Aircraft accident on Take-Off or Landing. 
 
Under rules governing Public Safety Areas, there should be no increase in the number of people living, working 
or congregating in these areas and/or the accumulation of obstacles such as vegetation, (trees), buildings, 
vehicles machinery, and signage etc. All such obstacles present a safety hazard to Aviation and persons. Many 
hundreds of the unsuspecting public are directed into this area on Auction days super concentrating the density 
of persons into the area on those days. Further works and or use of the area on the Eastern side of Beatty Road 
including in the PSA is indicated in the pDMP and should never be permitted.   

Corporate Hangars, Emergency Management Queensland & Warbirds Aviation Museum 

Each of these post privatisation built structures have been constructed too close to the main runway and cross runways of 
Archerfield Airport being obstacles that penetrate the protected airspace required for the runways. The Corporate (New) 
hangar penetrates the Obstacle Limitation Transitional Surface for Instrument departures on Runway 28R by 2.2 metres.  

The “War-birds” Hangar, located within the runway 28R take off splay penetrates through the 2 percent take off climb 
surface by 1 metre and much more with a 1.6 percent take off climb surface now applying for small jet aircraft ( greater 
than 5,700 kgs) from 5th April 2011. 

There has been a reduction in the take off length of Runway 28R from 1479 m down to 1095 m when used for departures 
in instrument meteorological conditions. The 28R/10L Code 3 runway now has availability reduced down to aircraft not 
above a weight of 5700 kgs.         

The Queensland Emergency Services Hangar is an obstacle that penetrates the Runway 04/22R Obstacle Limitation 
Transitional Surface by more than 3 metres.    

Concrete Recycling Heaps 

Large industrial concrete recycling heaps sited approximately 200m south and directly along the extended 
centreline of the 04R/22L runway, are an obstruction compromising the safety of air operations for all aircraft 
landing on runway 04R or taking off on 22L. Aircraft suffering engine failure cannot turn left or right but must 
land or attempt climb out straight ahead. 

The recycling heaps, have significantly steepened the obstacle free slope percentage on runway 22L to the 
absolute maximum approach slope permitted for Runway 04 R ((i.e. code 3 runway) , however it is non-
compliant of take off slope requirements for runway 22L for take off. Protected prescribed airspace is 
penetrated by the heaps. Light aircraft (less than 5700kg) even with all engines running at take off power and 
flying to their certified standard may not be able to out climb the heaps. Twin-engine light aircraft ( less than 
5,700 kg) taking off from runway 22L and suffering engine failure do not have the climb performance to avoid 
the heap. Multi-engine aircraft (more than 5,700kg) using the runway and suffering an engine failure also will 
not avoid the heap if they can achieve only their certified minimum climb gradient.  Fine cement dust is a major 
pollutant and irritant that not only affects the health of people, harms plants, and is corrosive to aircraft 
structures and components, particular aluminum.    
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RUNWAYS 
 
Claims for Change of Runway Direction by AAC 
 
The only two claims made by AAC that they say warrant a change of runway direction are: 

(a) Better Wind Direction  
(b) Improved availability      

 
The Facts  
 

Prevailing Wind is North East/ South West 
Bureau of meteorology data shows that wind direction and strength is strongest from the North East. Wind is 
strongest in a North or South direction for only 3 percent of the days in a year. Air Traffic Controllers with 
many man years of experience operating the Archerfield Airport Tower attest to the 04/22 runways being in 
alignment with prevailing winds [Refer attachment letter from Geoffrey Shield]. Further highly experienced 
professional pilots attest a North South direction rarely being used with the preferred runway and wind 
alignment 04/22 [ Refer attachment letter from Capt John Appleton]. Also attached is an Archerfield Airport 
post world War II aerial survey photograph showing two runways NE/SW (04/22) and E/W (10/28). The well 
worn grass surface shows the very significant use of the 04/22 runway direction.   
 

The Only Answer to Eliminating Water affecting a Runway is Sealing  
Only sealing a runway can make it all weather. Adequately draining water near the runway however can reduce to a 
minimum the susceptibility of grass runways to times when there is wet weather. Sealing however is only usually 
undertaken on runways intended for use by larger aircraft. Drainage Channels for the 04/22 runways when not maintained 
are less effectual in draining water from the grass runways. This is a matter of applying correct management practices at 
the airport. [Refer photos of drainage channels].  
 
The Cross Runways are essential for Operations at Archerfield.  
The cross runways are essential for operations at Archerfield. The current dual cross runways for many  years 
performed exactly to their intended specification and function, being operational for most of the time.  Their 
proposed new shorter 01/19 runways would preclude use by larger aircraft which would be a downgrading of 
present facilities. AAC’s own meteorological data states that “the grass runways are only closed for 10 days a 
year with dry runways 97.5% of the time”.  
 

Discussion 

Previous 01/19 runway 
AAC’s fact sheet contains key omissions of fact related to the history of runway directions of Archerfield. The 
AAC Fact sheet FS2 represents there was an “all over” airfield from WWII changing into a “three runway 
directions” configuration. This omits that there was a “four runway directions” configuration which included a 
01/19 runway – the same runway direction as proposed in the pDMP. [The 13 July 1965 Aerial Survey 
Photograph is attached showing the four runway configuration].   
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It was the Federal Government through the former Department of Civil Aviation (“DCA”) after due technical 
deliberation and with the agreement of professional aviation users of the airport that decided the 01/19 runway 
was the least suitable runway direction and it was its closure in 1969 that resulted in the “three runway 
configuration” being the remaining runways. 

Captain Appleton in his professional capacity has provided in the letter attached the operational and other reasons for the 
lack of suitability and eventual closure of the previous 01/19 runway. 

Additionally the minute paper of Queensland Regional Director Mr R.M. Seymour dated13 May 1965 referred 
to within the DCA Minutes states: 
“The plan attached to enclosure 40A is part of the considerations involved in establishing a master plan for 
Archerfield. The proposal to reduce to a three strip layout is regarded as an essential part of the development of 
this plan which achieves: 

(a) a sufficient number of operant directions to give full usability in the crosswind conditions expected 
to apply in the future to light aircraft 

(b) the largest achievable area for the development of buildings and associated facilities 
(c) reduces to the minimum the interference with community development around the aerodrome by 

such as approach protection etc. 
(d) will restrict the total development of the facility to a reasonable size……… 
 

Reinstatement of a 01/19 runway direction would reverse all previous departmental planning decisions and 
subject community facilities built in conformity of such decisions to new unacceptable expose to noise and 
flight risk. Refer copy of letter from Pine Lodge Home for the Aged. 
 
Relocation of Existing Control Tower, Fuel Farms, and Aviation Business 
 
The pDMP proposal for a change of runway direction would require the demolition of the Air Traffic Control 
Tower, the Fuel Farms, and other existing aviation facilities and business. The attached satellite photograph has 
the approximate location of proposed 01/ 19 runways superimposed. The four areas boxed in red are the control 
tower (lower centre), the fuel farms (right and lower of middle), aviation businesses   (upper right) and the 
28/10 runways public safe areas (lower right).  
 
No proper consultation for parties for example Fuel Suppliers, Helicopter Operators and Flight Training 
Schools and General Aviation users has taken place to get their input before finalising the pDMP.  The pDMP 
will have a detrimental effect on existing aviation business like Aviation Fuel Suppliers, Flying Schools as well 
as Helicopter Operators who will lose their base of operations, with no mention in the pDMP of how alternative 
facilities for these businesses and Aviation Operators will be made available and if made available, who will 
pay the costs of these new facilities to ensure that existing Aviation Businesses at the Airport can continue their 
operations.  
 
Claimed Benefit Fails Cost / Benefit Analysis  
The change of runways proposed by AAC is merely re-arranging the cones on the grass and does not involve 
any sealing of runways and therefore the proposed runways can never be “all weather”. The leaseholder claims 
this will yield an improvement of a mere 11.32 days a year (i.e. a negligible 3.1 percent) increase in use, yet this 
use availability statement looks more like a scenario where all runways are sealed. The Draft Master Plan Grass 
Runway Fact Sheet (‘FS2”) claims that the grass runways are closed 27% of the time. The crosswind analysis 
however makes a claim in Section 3 that Meteorological data states that “the grass runways are only closed for 
10 days a year with dry runways 97.3% of the time”. Clearly there is a problem related to the data presented. 
 
The pDMP however is not proposing to seal the realigned runways and such an improvement claim for an 
unsealed runway is ridiculous for those with experience with grass runways and those familiar with the rainfall 
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and soil types in SE Queensland. There is no cost benefit analysis in the pDMP. The re-alignment proposal fails 
on any basic cost to benefit analysis.  Costs to industry are substantial. AAC in their letter of 18th May 2011 to 
pDMP respondents (attached) state that the “costs associated with pavement works and bitumen sealing of 
runways and associated taxiways” is approximately $6million.  This is far less expensive than the cost to 
industry of the proposed relocation of the runways.  
The removal and reconstruction of an Air Traffic Control Tower is estimated to be of the order of $7 Million. 
Fuel farms would have to be removed, treated and relocated at an estimated $3 million. Aviation hangars and 
businesses of an estimated $6 Million and $12.3 Million of aircraft and helicopters will be adversely affected. 
AAC has not offered to provide compensation. These costs therefore will ultimately be borne by industry 
generally and the specific individual businesses affected. Parafield Airport (Adelaide) is the example of a 
secondary airport that made successful investment into sealing its cross runways with consequential increased 
utilisation. 
  
AAC’s Vision is for Runways to be a Canyon between Industrial Buildings 
The maps in the pDMP (pDMP Figure 2) show a proposed 01L/19R runway having a fence and industrial 
buildings line alongside and only 20 metres from the runway strip for almost the entire length. The vision of 
AAC is for runways to be a canyon between buildings. Geo-referenced General Aviation Accident Distribution 
Contour studies in United States show that 80 percent of arrival accidents occur within 650 metres either side of 
the runway centre line and within 1.6 nautical miles of the runway.  Eighty percent of departure accidents are 
comparatively more dispersed laterally at 800 metres either side of the runway and .9 nautical miles from the 
runway ends. Any reasonable assessment of risk indicates that buildings 20 metres laterally from the runway 
strip, is at the level of “intolerable” risk and that very significantly more lateral space is needed than is provided 
for in the pDMP. 
 
Larger Issues 
Archerfield Airport Corporation through Raine & Horne Commercial is offering long term leases of industrial 
land over vast areas of the airport (refer attachments of advertisements). The financial reality of obtaining 
finance to build improvements costing many millions of dollars requires very long term leases otherwise 
finance will not be provided. Therefore land required for the future development of aviation is permanently 
alienated for future aviation development. 

 
 
Yours faithfully 
Archerfield Airport Chamber of Commerce Inc. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lindsay Snell 
President 
encl. 



Ross
Typewritten Text
Archerfield Airport Post WWII Aerial Survey Photograph showing two runwaysNE/SW (04/22) runway (top left to bottom right) - Note the well worn grass surface showing the very significant use of the 04 / 22 runway direction.The other runway is E/W (10/28) runway (top right to mid bottom).Date of Survey 31.7.1955    



 

 

 

 
ARCHERFIELD AIRPORT Aerial Survey Photograph 13.7.1965 
There was a four runways configuration which including a North / South Runway 01/19 runway (mid left to mid right) during the 1960's. Note the 01/19 runway alignment resulted in 
flight paths over residential areas to the North  (top left hand corner of photo). It had operational shortcomings and was unpopular with residents being the runway chosen to be closed in 
1969 by the Department of Civil Aviation to achieve a three runways configuration. 
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Postal Address 
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SUNNYBANK OLD 4109 
AlH 3344 4433 

Mr Anthony Albanese 
Leader of the House: Minister for Infrastructure and Transport 
PO Box 6022 
House of Representatives 
Parliament House 
CANBERRA ACT 2600 

Dear Mr Albanese 

RE: PROPOSED 01119 RUNWAY - ARCHERFIELD AIRPORT 2011-2031 pOMP 

The Archerfield Airport Chamber of Commerce Inc. have requested, that I write to you given my unique longstanding 
experience as a senior aviation professional as a commercial pilot, Chief flying instructorl Chief pilot and former Charter 
Company, Aircraft Distributor and business owner operating from Archerfield Airport since the early 1960's. 

I remain a CASA Approved Testing Officer and a Grade I Multi-Engine, IFR, Flight Instructor with approvals covering the 
issue and renewal of Instrument Ratings for fIXed wing aeroplanes, both single &multi-engine and consider myself to be 
one of the longest serving senior experienced airmen having operated continuously from the airport either training, 
examining students and pilots and aircrew in every historical runway configuration of the airport since it was an a/l over 
landing field to the airport's current two runway configuration . 

. 
I recall operations in the late 1960's when the airport was in a four runway configuration , that is the runway directions 
were 10/28, 04122, 13/31 and 01 /19. 

I recall that the 01 /19 runway was the least used and least suitable runway on the airport because winds at the airport 
rarely favoured the 01/19, and the other runways were aligned with the more prevailing stronger wind directions. There 
were more obstacles of concern to aircrew and less options in event of engine failure on the 01 /19 runways. There were 
other safety issues that arose with the 01/19 runway, namely that there was numerical confusion between the 01 and 10 
runways - pilots were landing on the wrong runway, and the name (but not direction) of the runway had to be changed 
to 18/36 . 

The 01/f 9 runway was also similarly not popular with residents in the residential suburbs to the north of the airfield my 
recollection being that there were considerable noise complaints as take off and landing approach paths were over 
residences. 

It was the decision of the Department of Civil Aviation supported by operators on the airport to close the 01/19 runway 
with only the three remaining runways being in operation frOI]1 early 1969. 

Short field landings combined with cross wind landings both occurring at the same time is beyond the expected capacity 
of ab-initio students. 

All of the operational issues, decisions and arguments identified above relating to the use of the old 01/19 runways 
continue to apply today and into the future given the residential and other development already in existence and or 
permitted since previous closure of the old 01 11 9 runway , 

Additionally, since that time we have seen the creation of a new Brisbane Airport with a 01 /19 runway direction that 
places Archerfield airport right under the approach path for the 01/19 Brisbane Instrument Approaches and closer 
Brisbane airspace and OLS to the airport. This translates into possible airborne confusion of 01 /19 runways and the 
increased likelihood of penetrations of Brisbane Airspace from closer proximity of a 01/19 direction. 



Geoffrey R Shield 

8 Derwent Avenue 

Helensvale 04212 

31"t May 2011 

Mr Anthony Albanese 

Leader of the House: Minister for Infrast ru cture and Transport 

PO Box 6022 

House of Representatives 

Parliament House 

CANBERRA ACT 2600 

Dear Mr Albanese 

RE : ARCHERFIELD AIRPORT 2011-2031 PRELIMINARY DRAFT MASTER PLAN 

PROPOSED RUNWAY RE lIGNMENT FROM 04/22 to 01/19 

The Archerfield Airport Cham ber of Commerce Inc. has requested, t hat I write to you given 
my unique position as the current longest serving Air Traffic Controller at the Control Tower, 

Archerfield . I first commenced dut ies there in 1983. I write to you, not in any capacity for my 
employer AirServices Austra lia, but as a pr ivate individua l wit h this considerable experience. 

As a constant observation of t he wind is essenti al to my job, I wish to assure you that the 

04/22 runway complex is well-aligned for both t he common afternoon sea-breezes and the 

south westerlies which are comm on in w inter months. I have rarely seen a direct northerly 

or direct southerly wind w hich w ould favour the p roposed new runways . 

It also seems illogical to replace the existing complex with shorter runways that point 

straight at a Brisbane control area step whose base is at a low altitude of only 1000 feet . 

This will lead to penetrat ions of the Brisbane Control Zone [CTR] with consequent increased 
danger to Regular Public Transport [RPT] flights using Brisbane's runway 01 for landing. 

Tre shorter lengths of the proposed new runw ays would mean that a higher proportion of 

larger ai rcraft types wou ld req uire the use of Runw ays 10/28 when using 01/19 as the duty 

runway. This would result in a dangerous traffic configuration with increased danger and 

inconvenience to all concerned and likely delays t o these larger types . 

Lastly, it should be obvious to anyone that the proposed new runways will require 
repositioning of the present contro l tow er as they would be in t he wrong position for 



controlling duties and would be under "short fin al" for the proposed Archerfield runway OIL 

presenting increased danger to both pilots and controllers . 

I trust that these opinions wi ll be seriously taken into consideration when considering the 

proposed draft master plan. 

Yours faithfu lIy 

(../ Geoffrey Shield 

Air Traffic Controller 


Commercial Pilot 


Licence Holder ARN 117395 






 

 

 

 
Drainage Channels From the Air 
Former Archerfield Airport Operations Managers have advised that adequate and regular grading / clearing of drainage channels across the 04/22 runways ( pictured above) was the 
strategy they used that kept the grass runways largely serviceable. Also note the windsock (bottom centre) in alignment with the 04/22 runway. 



Ross
Typewritten Text

Ross
Typewritten Text
Drainage Channels for the 04/22 runways, when not maintained are ineffectual in draining water from the runways.



AIRCRAFT OWNERS AND PILOTS ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA 
OVER 60 YEARS AS THE VOICE OF GENERALAVIATION I~ AUSTRA LIA 

ACH 004 274 58S • ASH 95004274 \88 

Date : 	 8 June 8, 20 II 

Mr Anthony Albanese 
Mi nister for Infrastructure and Tra nsport 
PO Box 6022 
HO Llse of Representatives 
Parli am ent House 
CAN B 	 RRA ACT 2600 

Dear Minister, 

ARCHERFIELD AIRPORT 2011-2031 PRELIMINARY DRAFT MASTER PLAN

AOPA opposes the 2011 ·2031 Preliminary Draft Master Plan, esp cially the pr posed 
runway re-alignment from 04/22 to 0 111 9. 

We oppose this primarily because: 

1. 	 It is not a change sought by the aviation industry and is in fact opposed by industry. 
There has been no effective consultation between Archerfield Airport Corporation and 
our membership. There is no operati nal reason for the chan e: the runway are 
working exactly as intended, except fo r the management of them. Changing the 
direction without sealing the runways confers no real increase in utilisation. 

2 	 The existing antra l Tower would have to be dismantled and a new control tower 
built at $6-7M, being a massive cost to Airser ices. Those costs would be born b all 
av iat ion users in Australia including all of our memb rs. As the end user we reject the 
runway change with such costs being imposed upon us. Such a change deliv rs no 
tangible benefit what oever for the use of the airfi eld and in fact downgrades its 
capabi lities measurably. 

3 Th present alignment caters for the pre ail ing wind direction for the majori ty of the 
ear and the proposed change of direction by 40 degrees favours a wind dir tion 

rarely experienced on Archerfield. 

4 All existing aviation businesses North of Boundary Road including helicopter training 
school and flight standards facili ties will b demolished w ithout compensation which 
would be terminal for such businesses. 

5 	 Other essential existing private aviation infrastructure - including the fuel farms 
would have to be d mo li sh~d and new facilities built at many mi ll ions of dollars also 
without compensation. It is unknown if th fuel companies are prepared to provide 
any further investment for 11 w facilities. 
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6 	 r he plan reduces the operational capabi li ty and safe ty of the airport as runways are 
shorter and the RESA and Public Sa fety Areas are sacrificed for industrial 
developments. 

7 	 Th experiment of a 0 111 9 runway has already been trialled extensively by the DCA 
in the 1960's and was a complete failure. The former Department of Civil Aviation 
abandoned it because it was out of alignment for the prevailing wind and because the 
local residents protested. In the int rvening fifty odd years the densi ty of housing 
north and south of the fi eld has great ly increased while under the traditional 
approaches and departures there has been no signifi cant change in density . A a 
const!quence Archerfield receiv s remarkably f w nois complaints from residents 
compared to the rest of Australia. 

8 	 For these reasons an identical proposal in the pre ious master plan submitted b the 
present lease hold r, was rej ected by the D partment of Infrastructure, Transport and 
Regional Development. 

9 	 The plan does not plan for the requirements of a iation in the future. If the runways 
are realigned, the vacated land is likel y to be alienated in perpetuity for aviation 
purposes by non aviation industrial d velopment on long leases. Nor does the plan 
support aviation. it is a document so lely prepared for the interests of the Airport 
Leasing Company and not to preserve and fi ster aviation on the airport and the users . 

trust that you ill take into consideration that this plan goes against the fundamental 
int rests of the aviation indu try and of the community and actually downgrades an essential 
component in Australia-s infrastmcture. We request that u reject the plan . 

Yours fai thfully 

Captain Phillip Reiss 

Presid nt AOPA 
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Long Term Leases of Industrial Land over Vast Areas of the Airport  
Land required for the future development of aviation is permanently alienated for 
future aviation development. 
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Short Term Lease Long Term Lease Contact Details Back to Main Website

Quick Links: Hangars | Office Space | Land | Long Term Lease

SHORT TERM LEASE

Office Space

Terminal Grd Floor 131m² @ $150/m² (Net Plus GST) (a/c & partitioned offices & view along runway)  

Terminal 1st Floor  217m² @ $150/m² (Net Plus GST) (a/c, partitioned offices & view along runway)  

Building 030 60m² @ $130/m² (Net Plus GST) (stand alone bldng with a/c & partitioned offices)  

Building 115 145m² @ $130/m² (Net Plus GST) (stand alone bldng with a/c & partitioned offices)  

Land

Short–term leases are minimum rolling 6 month terms. Outgoings are calculated at approximately $2.00/m2 and
rentals & details are noted for each site below.

304 2,500m² @ $12.0/m² (Net Plus GST) (signage, floodlights & fenced)

501 5,000m² @ $8.50/m² (Net Plus GST) (part fencing)

505 4,000m² @ $20.0/m² (Net Plus GST) (9x12m shed, 9x6m office & fenced)

504 2,400m² @ $15.0/m² (Net Plus GST) (fenced)

509 4,812m² @ $12.0/m² (Net Plus GST) (part fenced)

510 4,095m² @ $10.0/m² (Net Plus GST) (part fenced)
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Hangars

For enquiries regarding hangars, etc please complete the enquiry form below and your details will be forwarded to the
Archerfield Airport Corporation.

LONG TERM LEASE

Ready for Take Off
In what is a significant move in the industrial land
market, the Archerfield Airport Corporation has
released the 19 hectare Airport Industrial Precinct.

The Precinct is the first planned industrial land
release by the Corporation and offers businesses
a unique opportunity to be positioned in the hub of
Brisbane’s industrial community.

Whether your business is in logistics,
manufacturing or recycling, your specific
requirements can be met with a range of
occupancy options. If your need is for land or land
and buildings, our team of experienced
consultants can prepare a no obligation market
competitive leasing package, tailored to your
business.

In Your Sights
Just 12kms from the Brisbane CBD, the Airport
Industrial Precinct is situated to the South
Western corner of the Airport and accessed from Beaufighter Avenue, off Boundary Road, Rocklea.
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This strategic position offers you unparalleled access to the area’s extensive transport infrastructure and services,
essential for your business.

You will save valuable time and money by having ready access to Queensland’s major arterial roads including
Beaudesert Road, the Mt Lindesay Highway, Granard Road, the Ipswich Motorway, the Logan Motorway, the
Gateway Arterial and the South East Freeway, most of which are toll free.

Flexibility and Economy
The release of large areas of land for industrial users within the Brisbane industrial market is rare and provides huge
opportunities for business. By securing long term leases in the Airport Industrial Precinct, you
can have the confidence to invest in infrastructure for long term stability and growth. And
with such large parcels of land, that can be combined for larger requirements, you can plan
for future growth without the need for future re-location.

Your business can be up and running quickly and smoothly thanks to a fast Development
Approval process where applications for land usage are processed swiftly and efficiently.

Contact Details

Contact Details

To register your interest please phone
one of the following numbers or send an
email enquiry in the form below.

Office: 07 3216 6666

Office Address: 1652 Ipswich Road
Rocklea Q 4106

 
Daryl Gallagher-Collins:

0400 021 003

Email Enquiry

Name:*

Email Address:*

Phone:*

Comments/Enquiry:*

 Untick the box if you do not to wish to receive our monthly and quarterly newsletters

*required field

» top
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In what is a significant move in the industrial land 

market, the Archerfield Airport Corporation has 

released the 19 hectare Airport Industrial Precinct. 

The Precinct is the first planned industrial land 

release by the Corporation and offers businesses 

a unique opportunity to be positioned in the hub of 

Brisbane's industrial community. 

Whether your business is in logistiCS, manufacturing 

or recycling, your specific requirements can be met 

with a range of occupancy options. If your need is 

for land or land and buildings, our team of 

experienced consultants can prepare a no obligation 

market competitive leasing package, tailored to 
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In Your Sights 

Just 12 kms from the Brisbane CBD, the Airport 

Industrial Precinct is situated to the South Western 

corner of the Airport and accessed from Beaufighter 

Avenue, off Boundary Road, Rocklea. 

This strategic position offers you unparalleled access 

to the area's extensive transport infrastructure and 

services, essential for your business. 

You will save valuable time and money by having 

ready access to Queensland's major arterial roads 

including Beaudesert Road, the Mt Lindesay 

Highway, Granard Road , the Ipswich Motorway, the 

Logan Motorway, the Gateway Arterial and the South 
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Flexibility and Economy 

The release of large areas of land for industrial users 

within the Brisbane industrial market is rare and 

provides huge opportunities for business. 

By securing long term leases in the Airport Industrial 

Precinct, you can have the confidence to invest 

in infrastructure for long term stability and growth. 

And with such large parcels of land, that 

55 
(2.0ha) STAGE 2 

can be combined for larger requirements, you 

can plan for future growth without the need for 

future re-Iocation. 

Your business can be up and running quickly and 

smoothly thanks to a fast Development Approval 

process where applications for land usage are 

processed swiftly and efficiently. 
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